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Two of the best Hollywood child actors of their generation – Elijah Wood and Joseph Mazzello  

        Source: indeterminate website 
 

 

Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 
1996 review: 
 
“Two young, devoted brothers must find a way 
to survive their mother’s marriage to an abusive 
drunk;  their salvation is escape into a secret 
world, where they hatch a master plan for their 
Radio Flyer wagon.  Spielberg-like view of 
childhood seems to suggest fantasy as a solution 
to child abuse! [sic].  Despite moving 
performances from the two boys, this is a 
concept that just doesn’t work.  Tom Hanks 
appears unbilled as the narrator.  Shot in 
Panavision.  ** ” 
 
 

 
TV Times Film & Video Guide 1995 review: 
 
“Much re-filmed in a checkered production, 
this is a disturbing drama with strong 
performances from intelligent young actors 
Elijah Wood and Joseph Mazzello as two 
brothers forced to retreat into a world of 
fantasy to escape their living nightmare.  When 
their mother (Lorraine Bracco) remarries, 
young Mike and Bobby find themselves at the 
mercy of a brutal and unpredictable new step-
father (Adam Baldwin, a decade on from his 
more friendly bulk in "MY BODYGUARD"),  
Seeking refuge in a world of their imagination, 
they dream of building a flying machine.  There 

Radio Flyer  



are some pretty simplistic, uneasy, sub-Spielberg views afloat in all this, and it  

 
 
I’m getting a strong reading on the cuteness sensors Captain.  Scanning for irony…  Nope, they’re wilfully cute sir. 

       Source:  indeterminate website 

 

remains hard for the viewer to accept its 
concepts, in spite of the thoroughly engaging 
portrayals of the two boys.  Tom Hanks is the 
unbilled narrator.  ** ”  
 
 
Variety Movie Guide 1993 review: 
 
“ "RADIO FLYER" is a film one would like to 
like more.  Underdeveloped screenplay about 
two boys’ fantasy of escape from an abusive [sic] 
stepfather is sometimes moving but too often 
distant and literal-minded.  David Mickey Evans 
started the pic in June 1990 with Rosanna 
Arquette as the mother, but the first time 
writer/director was soon fired.  Production shut 
down before new director Richard Donner 
moved the setting of the late 1960s story from 
L.A. to rustic northern California. 
 
Film builds a quiet sense of dread as the two 
boys, who feel they can’t confide in their 
distracted mother (Lorraine Bracco), spend as 
little time as possible in a home that has 
become a purgatory.  Elijah Wood, the older, 
has a believable mixture of strength and 
timidity in his attempts to protect Joseph 
Mazzello from the (mostly off-screen) beatings 
by their drunken stepfather (Adam Baldwin).  
Mazzello, terrific as Baldwin’s stoic victim, gives 
the film much of its intermittent emotional 
power. 
 

Pic, however, has a feeling of distance 
reinforced by some major screenplay gaps and 
by heavy-handed narration read by unbilled 
Tom Hanks.  As the grown-up Wood, Hanks 
book-ends the film by telling his own sons what 
happened to their uncle.  Only pic’s last part, 
with the boys building and launching their 
flying machine, has a magical feeling.”  
 
 
Video Movie Guide 1993 review: 
 
“Two youngsters attempt to escape the terrors 
inflicted on them by their violent stepfather by 
turning their Radio Flyer wagon into a flying 
machine.  The horrors of child abuse [sic] are 
ineffectively wed with innocent [sic] childhood 
fantasies in this disturbing film.  A misfire.  
Rated PG-13 for violence and profanity [sic].  ** 
” 
 
 
Boy Haven website review: 
 
“A father reminisces about his childhood 

when he and his younger brother (Joseph 
Mazzello) moved to a new town with their 
mother, her new husband and their dog, 
Shane. When the younger brother is 
subjected to physical abuse at the hands 
of their brutal stepfather, Mike (Elijah 
Wood) decides to convert their toy wagon, 
the "Radio Flyer", into a plane to fly him to 
safety. Mazzello and Wood give very good 



performances and you can really believe 
them as brothers. They portray a very 

strong bond.” 

 
 
[no listing in "The Critics’ Film Guide”] 
 
 

Radio Times reviews: 
 
“The importance of belief in the impossible is 
the central theme of director Richard Donner’s 
difficult yet delicate fantasy about two boys who 
escape the physical abuse [sic] of their stepfather 
via their toy red wagon, the Radio Flyer.  
Reconciling the children’s battered background 
with their desperate need for release, Donner 
punctuates his affecting fable with surreal and 
mystical twists that weave a powerful spell.  It’s 
well acted by an excellent cast (Tom Hanks is 
the uncredited narrator), and the "E.T. "-style 
ending will leave a lasting impression.  *** ” 
  
“Fantasy drama, starring Lorraine Bracco, John 
Heard and Adam Baldwin,1 with narration by 
Tom Hanks.  Two boys retreat into a dream 
world when their mother remarries and their 
stepfather turns out to be violent and abusive 
[sic].  *** ” 
 
“Two young brothers escape to a fantasy world 
in a fantasy flying machine2.  Narrated by Tom 
Hanks.  ** ” 
 
“To escape the cruelty of their stepfather, two 
young brothers escape to a fantasy world in a 
flying machine.” 
 
“Two mistreated young brothers escape to a 
fantasy world in a flying machine.” 
 
“Two small boys live in fear of their bullying 
step-father.  There are many good things in a 
disturbing drama compromised by an airy-fairy 
ending.  *** ” 
“Two young brothers escape to a fantasy world 
in a flying machine – the Radio Flyer – to 
escape the cruelty of their stepfather.” 
 
 
Daily Mirror review: 
  

                                                           
1
 The film stars none of these.  Heard has a very 

minor part.  Wood and Mazzello are the leads, and 
should be noted as such. 
2
 Complete nonsense.  Hadn’t seen the film, clearly 

“Two small boys live in fear of their bullying 
step-father.  There are many good things in a 
disturbing drama compromised by an airy-fairy 
ending.  With Elijah Wood.  *** ” 



 
 
 
I seem to recall the film was originally released under an alternate title, but I cannot trace it. 
 
True, this is yet one more voice in the howling cacophony of  the “child abuse” chorus, and as 
such one would be prone to ignore it altogether for the anti-male propaganda that most of 
them are, but “RADIO FLYER” is cut from a slightly different cloth, and despite its tendency to 
demonise rather than explain the stepfather’s behaviour, it’s actually a very likeable film. 
 
The essential difference is that this is a child-centred story, an attempt – albeit sentimental – 
to empathise with the experience world of young boys rather than use them as vehicles for 
humour, or reduce them to “innocent lamb” cyphers in a victim culture tract.  It has a top-
drawer cast – Tom Hanks bookending the story as the adult Elijah Wood, telling his own sons 
the full story of his childhood, the fine Ben Johnson in a tiny role as sympathetic proprietor of 
a roadside buffalo theme park, and John Heard as an atypically child-friendly neighbourhood 
cop.  But the central performances are those of Elijah Wood and a very young Joseph 
Mazzello, later to attract critical respect in films like “SHADOWLANDS”, but already here 
giving notice of superior ability. 
 
All of the guff written above about “two brothers escaping into a fantasy world” misses the 
whole message of the film about the intrinsic differences between pre-adolescent and post-
adolescent perceptions of reality.  Hanks reels off a short-list of those differences – “you can 
lift any weight as long as you’re wearing a cape”, “the naked hand with thumb raised can 
actually fire real bullets” – to show that in boyhood imagination is not a side dish but a staple 
food.  It is not an escape from anything, even humdrum reality, it is the fuel of life.  That some 
adult viewers missed the point entirely only underlines the truth of the film when it says “adults 
forget”. It’s a core message which actually runs counter the axiom of the “child abuse” lobby – 
that so far from forgetting, our adult lives are crippled irreparably by the horrors encountered 
in childhood (particularly sex, of course). 
 
The presence of two such sympathetic male background figures (Johnson and Heard), even if 
we discount Tom Hanks, who can’t help being sympathetic whatever he’s doing, makes a 
very calculating counterweight to the film’s portrayal of evil step-dad Adam Baldwin.  We 
know he’s a drunk because he seems to open a can of Budweiser every five seconds he’s on 
screen, the camera very pointedly focussing on this action.  We only actually see him slap  
 
~  ~  ~  ~  ~ 
 
 


